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Approach to Kangerlussuaq, Greenland



When we took delivery of the Vision Jet in October 2019 we knew that we would 
eventually commence our migration over to the other side of the world. How we get there, 
is now a choice, rather than an only one way option as was the case in our 2014 World 
Mission  with our SR22T.  The range and availability of Jet A fuel now opens the safe 
passage from the US through either Alaska to Russia or the usual path through Canada 
to the Arctic.  As we wanted to go to Europe and the Middle East then onto Africa we 
chose the Arctic route as we did before in the SR22T.

�   �   �

Crossing over Greenland

Depart: KLWM-Boston USA-Lawrence airport 
FBO Falcon Air
Arrive: CYYR-Goose Bay, Canada
FBO: Woodward Aviation
Date: Sunday 16/8/20
Exiting the USA where we have been 
for the last 6 months on our B2 visa, 
our first stop for fuel and an overnight 
stay will be Goose Bay; usually a 
starting point for arctic flights 
however we are going to go the extra 
mile (NM) to Iqaluit, North Canada for 
our Arctic crossing. Over the USA 
border heading North, we pass over 
Prince Edward Island to the Canadian 
mainland and the landscape changes 
dramatically.  Flying over thousands 
of lakes the land looks practically 
uninhabitable being covered in either 
Ice and snow or swampy lakes there is no sign of anything except raw nature.
The approach to Happy Valley, Goose Bay Airport is spectacular over the huge very blue 
Melville Lake for a landing on RWY26. It feels like most of the town is run and managed 
by Woodward who are also our handler/FBO, they are very helpful and well priced.
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Depart: CYYR-Goose Bay, Canada
Arrive: CYFB-Iqaluit (AKA Frobisher Bay) Canada 
FBO: Frobisher Bay FBO
Distance: 677NM
Monday 17/8/2020
It’s a clear blue sky morning and perfect conditions for Arctic crossing flights, sitting along 
side us at the airport is a turbo prop Caravan. The German female pilot ready to fly direct 
to Iceland with a quick refueling stop in Narsarsuaq. 
We are flying further North to Frobisher Bay/Iqaluit for the same reasons we flew in 2014 
when we completed the crossing in the SR22T, less time over water, even though it 
extends our flight time and distance by almost two flight hours.  
Frobisher Bay, Canada to Kangerlussuaq, Greenland is 470 NM of which about 200 NM 

are over water, a little over half an hour, a safer option than flying from Goose Bay for a 
fuel stop at Narsarsuaq 600 NM or 2 hours over water. The pilot of the Caravan is a very 
experienced ferry pilot and will continue through to Africa, we prefer to take every 
precaution. By flying our route to Iceland we reduce the over water flying from four hours 
to less than one hour in total and are in the safest possible glide distance to land. 
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Young training pilots who man the FBO in Summer (Rock shark experts)



It is also interesting for us to go back 
to Frobisher Bay as we really 
enjoyed our stop in 2014 and the 
weather tomorrow is shaping up to 
be clear over the ice cap of 
Greenland which was one of the 
most amazing flying experiences in 
the SR22T.

We are in the air and get clearance from 
Gender Centre to climb to FL310 we can 
see the contrails of previously passing 
aircraft at higher altitudes crossing our 
path as the air is very stable. Travelling 
due North 2 degrees and the swirling 
straight lines of their wake turbulence is 
perfectly visible in the contrails.

The ILS approach to RWY 34 is 
smooth and clear over the many bays 
and rocky land all exposed from the 
summer ice melt, the temperature on 
the ground at 6 to 10 degrees Celsius.
Matteo and Ian greet us from Frobisher 
Bay FBO, the same one we used in 
2014, the airport FBO is run with 
student pilots who stay for the summer 
season as the airport is partially closed 
for the winter.  It is really refreshing to 
talk to young budding pilots, hearing 
their views and hopes for their aviation 
futures.

Iqaluit is an island only accessible by 
sea three months of the year and by air in good weather.  The bay (that sometimes has 
imaginary rock sharks), freezes over in the winter, with temperatures of -30 Celsius 
however the wind chill can drop that temperature down to -40 Celsius. Then the residents 
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Survival equipment

Wall mounted Polar Bear



can travel over all surfaces including the bay, with snow mobile vehicles and husky driven 
sleds. The population consists of local islanders and fly in/out miners and service 
essential workers. 
Our landing permit required us to be under quarantine, staying at the best bed & 
breakfast in town, we are told that Leo di Caprio stayed in our room and we politely 
advise the host that now he can tell Leo that he stayed in our room! The house sits on the 
bay that is serene and dotted with flat rocky islands, the tide coming in and out to such an 
effect that from a distance you would think the waves chopping around the rocks look like 
schools of sharks however after running down to the shore to get a closer look they are 
just rocks.

The FBO runs the bed & breakfast and joined us for dinner, they advised they have never 
seen any wildlife in the bay so I stood corrected that what I was seeing were just “rock 
sharks” it was a bit of fun and adventure that entertained the otherwise very bored 
handlers for a few minutes in an otherwise very sleepy remote town.
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Iqaluit town
Serene Frobisher Bay 



Depart: CYFB-Frobisher Bay, Iqaluit, Canada
FBO: Frobisher Bay FBO
Arrive: BGSF- Kangerlussuaq, (aka SONDRESTROM), Greenland 67.02N/50.69W 
FBO: Not required as technical fuel stop only
Distance: 487NM
Continue to: BIRK Reykjavik, Iceland 
FBO: Reykjavik FBO
Distance: 730NM
Date: 19/08/20

Crossing the Atlantic or as it is called, NAT (North Atlantic Operations) High Level 
Airspace (HLA); flights operating in flight levels above FL285 have special complex 
requirements and regulations. The airplane must be RNP10 or RNP4, the plane and the 
pilot must also be RVSM approved and have two LRNS’s (Long Range Nav systems) - 
GPS.
The pilot needs to have completed a NAT procedures course - NAT High Level Airspace 
(HLA).  Amir has completed all the requirements and also has studied the 270 pages of 
the North Atlantic Operation and Airspace Manual inside out. 
Our takeoff from Frobisher Bay was in smooth clear conditions, being held at  FL270 
while Air operations needed to check the aircrafts eligibility to go into the HLA. After a 
long exchange with Montreal Centre confirming we have ADS-B and RVSM certified we 
are cleared to FL310.  As the Vision Jet is a new Jet on the market there are many times 
that we need to explain the equipment on board many air operations in many Countries 
have not encountered this highly technical aircraft before.

This is a very short flight and we have all our survival equipment ready on the back seats 
if needed. The "Gumby" survival 
wetsuits, life raft, life vests, 
personal location beacons and 
some good ole confidence.  Our 
path is strategically planned to 
be within 24 mins gliding 
distance to land. Traveling just 
south of the Davis Straight and 
Cape Dyer over the Arctic 
Ocean.
The Vision Jet has incredible 
ability to glide if need be, 
depending on weather 
conditions the average is every 
1000 meters altitude it can glide 
around 14 000 metres, or 
officially;14.7:1 glide ratio, 
allowing it to glide about 75NM 
(139km) from its FL310 ceiling 
to sea level.
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Within a short time the land mass of Greenland becomes visual and we fly the 190 km of 
the longest fjord in Western Greenland following the blue glacial waters that make up the  
approach to RWY 09 East Kangerlussuaq in clear perfect blue skies; fuel up, toilet break 
then back in the air taking off from RWY 27, the wind is variable 6 knots, this allows a 
take off from the opposite direction that we landed, very rare and also essential as the Ice 

cap that we need to fly over is 12,000 feet above sea level and just a short distance away 
from the airfield.
A departure from RWY 27 sees us flying West back along the same fjord, then a series of 
left turns to gain altitude and head East across the Ice Cap. After exchange with 
Sondrestrom Approach and later Iceland Centre confirming we have ADS-B and RVSM 
certified we are cleared to FL310.  We are full of our memories when we flew the SR22T 
on the same path 6 years 
ago but being this much 
higher is not to our 
advantage, the visibility is 
clear but we don’t see all the 
beautiful blue pools as they 
are obscured by a cold haze.  
The US radar detection 
station just under our path.

If we compare the two flights 
the best view of the ice cap 
up close was in the SR22T at 
FL130 however for comfort 
and all round visual over the 
entire area the Vision Jet is 
the winner.
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Blue pools on the Ice Cap



We approach the other side of Greenland and the mountain range and Island clusters of 
Kulusuk come into view, with the bays and fjords full of icebergs in mirror still water it is 
so serene and beautiful we can’t believe how lucky we are to experience such beauty 
again.
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End of the ice cap - East coast Greenland



We want to just keep floating over but too soon the movie show is over and we continue 
onto Iceland just another short time over 
cold water for a very picturesque 
approach taking in the views of the 
South East side of the Island then turn 
back to land in BIRK Reykjavik. The 
handler Reykjavik FBO are relatively 
new competitors to the previous 
monopoly of FBO, it is good for us as 
the service is better and the fee 
structure is much better. The friendly 
customs and immigration operate from 
the same office, they advise we have 
just landed one day before the new 
quarantine provisions of 5 days 
mandatory so we are exempt and will 
need to just do a covid test the next day, 
if clear then all good to travel, additional 
test should be done in 5 days.
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Kulusuk Bays

Landing Reykjavic



With this good news Siggy invites us to experience the FBO lounge, which is stocked up 
with locally made Gin, Scotch and beer, this is a new industry to Iceland and we can’t 
resist to try a few and I must say it is the first time we have walked out of an FBO a bit 
tipsy.

Depart: BIRK - Reykjavik, Iceland
Arrive: ENBR- Bergen Norway
FBO: 
820NM  - just under 3 hrs
31/08/20
Technically the arrival in Iceland is Europe however until reaching the UK or the mainland 
of Europe for a small aircraft operator the Arctic crossing is not complete.  There is still a 
lot of cold treacherous water to cross between Iceland and mainland and with the same 
safety equipment in the ready we set off for Bergen Norway. 

Unfortunately the departure over the glaciers of Iceland, is under cloud cover inhibiting 
any visibility of the ice field.

At level off to 31000 Feet we receive a SFD (Standby flight display) ALT MIS-COMPARE 
message. Indicating that the instruments are showing conflicting readings of the flight 
level we are at. One instrument is showing 31000 feet and another is showing 31200 feet, 
not a big difference, none the less we complete the check list to determine the fault and 
completed the recommended rectification but the mis-compare was not clearing.
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Reykjavik FBO - Siggy and the Gin, Whisky collection



We call Cirrus service on the satellite phone to check the cast message and the altitude 
difference warning.  There is only a voice message. Otherwise a very pleasant smooth 
flight through a bit of icing which the de-icing systems sorted very quickly.  The arrival 
into Bergen is spectacular on a clear sunny summer day. Magnificent water ways around 
the populated historic town, surrounded by beautiful mountains.  This completes the 
Arctic crossing and it certainly made a big difference in comfort and safety in the Jet.

What was the outcome of the Mis-compare message?  That is for another story......
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Bergen, Norway
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